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Carbon emissions continue to increase



Carbon emissions continue to increase



The IPCC claims our carbon budget is 200 billion tons



The IPCC claims our carbon budget is 200 billion tons

200 GTons ÷ 36 GTons/year < 6 years



Mother Nature doesn’t care about our round numbers 



Mother Nature doesn’t care about our round numbers 



Climate change will change Silicon Valley
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If Silicon Valley were perfect, with zero emissions, 
what good would it do?  

3,000,000
7,400,000,000

= 0.04%
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what good would it do?  
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= 0.04%

If you Techies are serious about survival, your only 
option is to export zero emission solutions



Climate change will change Antwerp
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If Belgium were perfect, with zero emissions, what 
good would it do?  

11,190,846
7,400,000,000

= 0.1%



If Belgium were perfect, with zero emissions, what 
good would it do?  

11,190,846
7,400,000,000

= 0.1%

If you Belgians are serious about survival, your only 
option is to export zero emission solutions



Climate change will change Sweden
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If Sweden were perfect, with zero emissions, what 
good would it do?  

9,875,378
7,400,000,000

= 0.1%



If Sweden were perfect, with zero emissions, what 
good would it do?  

9,875,378
7,400,000,000

= 0.1%

If you Swedes are serious about survival, your only 
option is to export zero emission solutions



Sustainability requires a significant and rapid shift 
in the nature and magnitude of human perturbations



The climate will stabilize — with intense interglacial 
conditions or toward unknown greenhouse conditions



From COP 21 came an urgent call for renewables
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World leaders appear to be ready for the solar future



World leaders appear to be ready for the solar future



Yes, but…



“Also, these are intermittent sources”



“Also, these are intermittent sources”



“Also, these are intermittent sources”

Uhh, Dude! 
Where’ve  

you  
been?



Au contraire, Bill, it’s fossil fuels that are “agotable"
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X2M



It gets more interesting for oil exporting countries



The X2M Club has many distinguished members
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One country after another is using up its seed corn



Back up a minute and reconsider this X2M country 
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from peak production to net importer



The Tigris-Euphrates basin crosses several borders



… and Syrian farms are impacted by dams upstream
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… and Syrian farms are impacted by dams upstream



… and Syrian farms are impacted by dams upstream



Those who don’t study history are doomed to repeat it



Yet those who do study history are doomed to stand 
by helplessly while everyone else repeats it



Transport consumes a third of commercial energy



Our seed corn isn’t what it’s cracked up to be
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Our seed corn isn’t what it’s cracked up to be



One option might be the Toyota Cowrolla



Or we might consider the all-new Doncar



If you’re not enthusiastic, consider Swenson’s law



We have two options: denial …



We have two options: denial …



…or we can employ our technology for mutual well-being



…or we can employ our technology for mutual well-being



Yes, but…



“Industry is hard to decarbonize”



Always listen to experts. They’ll tell you what can’t 
be done and why. Then do it.

Robert Heinlein



One industry is doing something about it
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One industry is doing something about it

“Renewables 
not nuclear”





I did some math to confirm that it makes sense



Now others have taken it further



A recent article provides detailed calculations



Now we’re just arguing about how much it will cost



• 73 vehicles 
• 15.5’ L x 8.75’ H x 6.7' W
• 8,760 pounds 
• 52 kW motor
• 30 miles per hour 
• 5 off-line stations 

Morgantown 1975

Podcars would be a natural solution to this dilemma 
if the technology could be taken to scale
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Podcars would be a natural solution to this dilemma 
if the technology could be taken to scale

But podcars have experienced great challenges in 
overcoming the barriers against innovation



Finger-pointing isn’t going to work



The best way to predict the future is to invent it



Solar energy offers Podcar Cities a powerful tool to 
mitigate climate change and build a viable future     



Autonomous vehicles might do the trick

©Tony Seba



But what happens when we flip the tables on them?
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But what happens when we flip the tables on them?

(ooops…)



But what happens when we flip the tables on them?

ahh, that’s better!



We make room for people, pets, pedals, and petals!



The Solar Skyways 
Network of Universities



San José State University has completed 4 years



Students and interns from Sweden have participated



Summer interns from South Korea have participated



Summer interns from France have participated



Summer interns from Brazil have participated



If we want a better world, we are the ones who will do it



Questions?


